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Customer Acquisition  
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Use the following group discussion questions to lead a brainstorming session with your 

employees. You might be surprised at the results! 

 

1. Sales development work consists of 

finding new customers in existing channels 

and finding new channels. What percentage 

of your sales staff’s time is devoted to these 

two aspects of sales development work? 

What is the right amount to devote to these 

efforts in your context?  

2. “Looking at the sales channel without 

considering the reader is a serious form of 

organizational myopia,” writes Franzini. 

Does your publishing house require vision 

correction? Why or why not?  

3. Kirimi warns of the dangers of having a 

market that is too loosely defined. What 

books in your catalog or local publishing 

context suffer from this problem? How can 

you or your peers avoid this in the future?  

 4. Mehlis states publishers must not only 

define their audience, but the message they 

want to proclaim to that audience. Is your 

message well-defined? How well do your 

different constituencies (i.e., authors, staff, 

board members, readers, distributors, 

partners, and competitors) understand it? 

5. Kirimi writes “customer acquisition 

requires careful planning.” How does your 

organization’s strategic plan address this 

core business process?  
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 6. What role does intuition play in your 

editorial selections? What percentage of 

your success is due to intuition versus 

research? What percentage do you attribute 

to prayer?  

 7. Rosario argues that “a more balanced 

view of felt needs” results when you survey 

Christians as well as non-Christians. Do you 

agree this is the case for the categories of 

books you publish? Why or why not?  

 8. How would you rate your past formal and 

informal research? Why?  

 9. What research questions do you most 

need to answer now? Ask each staff member 

to draft three key questions, and discuss the 

results as a group. 

10. Doornbos discusses customer 

segmentation using a bow-tie model. What 

does the model for your publishing house 

look like? What alternative models might be 

useful in visually representing your target 

audiences? 
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